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R

corporate the required global modules for
journalism education and training as well as
media and information literacy which will
enable our students to be roundly equipped
as per UNESCO guidelines for journalism
This follows an appeal by the Vice Chan- education.
cellor, Prof. Samuel Gudu to the UNESCO
regional director Ms. Ann Theresse Ndong Ag. Dean School of Information, CommuJatta to help the university complete the ex- nication and Media Studies Dr. John Oluoch organized a joint high level workshop
ercise which begun last year.
drawing members from the faculty, UNESThe School of Information, Communi- CO, Media Council of Kenya, as well as the
cation and Media Studies embarked on a Nairobi based Center for Media and Inforcomprehensive review of all it’s curricula mation Literacy on 20th and 21st February,
2020 at the university campus.
and the process is still on going.
Once completed, the curriculum will inNESCO pledged financial and technical support to assist Rongo University
review its curriculum for journalism, communication and media studies.

Rongo University Selected as Centre of Excellence in Agriculture
and Food Security in LREB

ongo University has been selected by Lake Region Economic Bloc (LREB) as a Centre of Excellence in Agriculture and Food Security. This was communicated to the University by the Chair of LREB, H. E FCPA Wycliffe Ambetsa Oparanya following the 5th LREB Summit which endorsed the collaboration between LREB
and Universities/University Colleges. The University realized this feat after showcasing its strength in the area of
agriculture during the 1st LREB Universities Workshop on Research Capacity in the Lake Region held in 2019.
While acknowledging the approval of Rongo University as a Centre of Excellence, the Vice-Chancellor, Prof. Samuel Gudu thanked LREB member Counties and committed that the University through its team of experienced
researchers would provide the required technologies and services to enhance agricultural productivity, food and
nutrition security for improved livelihoods of the communities in the region.
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INSIGHTS ABOUT THE COVID - 19 DISEASE AND HOW IT WILL BE BEATEN IN
THE LAKE VICTORIA REGION, KENYA, AFRICA AND THE REST OF THE WORLD,
GOING FORWARD: A THOUGHT FROM SSTE, RONGO UNIVERSITY, KENYA
discussions with County departments of Health in
the Lake Victoria Basin, these being our proximate
Counties that merit first and foremost to benefit
from our scientific acumen as a School and University in our effort to discharge our research outreach and community service alongside our main
teaching mandates.

By Prof. Charles FL Mbakaya, Dr. Carren Otieno,
and Ms. Maryrose Nyakio
School of Science, Technology & Engineering,
Rongo University

A

s the saying goes, desperate times call
for desperate solutions. What is going
on worldwide with the panic created by
the Covid-19 pandemic is no exception. Even
the National Government is already suggesting
that not only is Covid-19 a National problem, it
primarily will be a County Government problem
considering that health is a devolved function of
the Kenya Government. For this reason, we at the
School of Science, Technology and Engineering
(SSTE) of Rongo University (RU) are positioning
to mobilize fine science very innovatively to beat
Covid-19 in Migori County, Kenya and the rest of
the world. Already, our staff have developed and
continue to develop projects awaiting funding by
the National and County Governments and other
interested partners. In particular, we have initiated
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Nonetheless, tireless efforts are underway at the
global level to identify specific vaccination strategies and pharmaceutical targets against Covid-19.
However, the development of a specific vaccine is
not expected any soon due to the required time for
research, evaluation, and regulatory approval and
given the history of vaccines that have been elusive
in solving older public health problems, including
HIV/AIDS, among others.
Concluding, while social distancing and self/
mandatory-quarantine are currently recognized
as cornerstones of protective measures to slow
the match of Covid-19, development and trial of
commercializable immune-boosting therapeutics
remains largely viable and unexplored against the
COVID-19 disease in Kenya and the rest of the
world; a void the SSTE of Rongo University intends
to provide leadership to plug. These initiatives by
SSTE are in line with the Kenya Vision 2030 of
using knowledge innovatively to spur industrial development while according the citizenry the
highest quality of healthcare as a basic human right
enshrined in the Kenya Constitution 2010.

Challenges faced by students during the Covid-19 pandemic

O

ften time spent in the university provides one of
the happiest experiences and full of good memories but life in the university may also have a fair
share of rough episodes. Some problems emanate from the
university administration while some are ideally ignited
by the comrades themselves.
After the first case of the global pandemic of Covid-19 was
reported in Kenya, universities were closed and students
sent home in compliance with government measures to
curb the spread of the disease. The closure of universities disrupted students’ social life and learning as well as
productivity in various sectors of the economy leading to
loss of jobs/income and interfered with the community socialization and cultural practices. This has brought fears
among the students since some of them will experience
challenges in raising funds for fees when universities reopen.
Even though some students have taken the initiative of
learning at home or rather homeschooling, this ultimately
cannot replace the learning experience provided on-campus. This will lead to disparities in the content covered by
the students as some do not have access to relevant resources such as internet, smartphones and laptops among
others required for homeschooling.

Mr. Felix Adundo
Chairman, Rongo University Students
Association (RUSA)

Further, the pandemic has resulted in idleness among students which has led to increased mental and psychological challenges. Besides, the cohorts who were supposed to
graduate this year have been affected due to the interruptions in the final part of their studies. This may affect their
career aspirations due to the fear of graduating during the
period of a major global recession caused by the Covid-19
pandemic
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Rongo University wins a Multidisciplinary Research Grant

R

The Moringa plant by Dr. Florence Odiwuor

ongo University has been funded by the National Research Fund Kenya to conduct research
on Domestication And Utilization Of Moringa Oleifera As Food Supplements To Children
For Sustainable Improvement In Nutrition And Rural Development.

While speaking to the Newsletter team, The Principal Investigator, Dr. Florence Odiwuor indicated
that the project purposes to utilize moringa (Moringa oleifera) to improve diet quality for young
children and to promote moringa based foods for sustainable diets for improved child health and
nutrition outcomes. She added that Moringa oleifera leaves are highly nutritious and contain approximately 27% protein by dry weight, also, they contain arginine and histidine and other essential
micronutrients which are especially important for infants and young children.
The objectives of the research are to: to characterize and preserve moringa species in Kenya; to
process and analyze the nutritive value of moringa leaves powder formulation with cassava and sorghum flour mixture; formulate and utilize Moringa supplementation to make porridge to improve
diet quality for children between 6-59 months old and promote moringa based foods for improved
child nutrition.
The University thanks the National Research Fund (NRF) for this award.
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Lake Victoria and Ecological Lessons

L

By J.B. OKeyo-Owuor (Prof. Ph.D., EBS)

ake Victoria is an important economic zone and is a
shared water resource between the 5 countries of the
East African Community i.e. Burundi, Kenya, Rwanda, Uganda and Tanzania. Kenya’s portion of Lake Victoria
is only 6% of surface area, (4,128km sq.) compared to 51%
and 43% in Tanzania and Uganda respectively.
Lake Victoria has a rich biodiversity which includes a large
number of aquatic plants, fish, herbivores and avifauna of
resident and migratory birds. It is also an important source
of water for human consumption, agriculture and watering of livestock. The lake provides immense livelihood and
economic benefits to the people living in the Lake Victoria
Basin and beyond and yet it suffers from a myriad of environmental threats that compromise the major environmental and economic goods and services it provides. In the past
3-4 decades, the lake has suffered major threats due to rapid
environmental degradation. The major threats include, high
poverty and over-dependence and exploitation of the lake’s
natural resources.
The population which is rapidly growing in the rural and
urban areas leading to overuse and encroachment, pollution loads, also, threatens the ecological integrity of the
lake. The most recent factors that have affected Lake Victoria are the introduction of exotic invasive species (mainly water hyacinth), increased siltation, pollution (mainly
from agriculture and industrial sources) as well as climate
change. In recent years the consequences of these factors
have been grave and the people living around the lake have
been bearing the wrath of their action against this important and shared water resource. Worth highlighting here is

Ogenya School under floods and students move desks to higher
grounds in Kano, Kisumu County (2020)

the recent and increased frequency of flooding in Lake
Victoria Basin which scientists blame on climate change
and its effects. The historical events of flooding are well
known by the local communities but poorly documented.
The most devastating flood events around the lake occurred in 1952 (pii kalawi), 1962 (pii uhuru) and the
current (2020) during which arguably the rivers and lake
have overtopped their natural reaches in the basin causing heavy destruction to people, crops, property and the
natural ecosystems. Indeed of all the flooding situations
lots of people have been displaced from their homes to
temporary settlements and makeshift camps. Schools and
other infrastructure are still under water. Poverty and lack
of food and clean water and water-related diseases are the
order of the day even with most people in the region are
under COVID-19 lockdown or restricted movements.
Issues that characterize the current discussions on the
cause of extended rainy seasons (November 2019-June
2020) leading to this flooding event, range from continued
environmental degradation upstream in the catchment,
escalated convectional rains, climate change, “Uganda
blocking Owen Falls Dam”, miracles and God is annoyed
with bad behavior of man against nature. But, an appropriate scientific explanation is hopefully on the way even
as solutions need to be found quickly. For those who are
displaced and property destroyed by floods, the raging discussion is that “who has offended who? Is Lake Victoria reclaiming its original area or have people over-encroached
into the lake? There are ecological lessons to be learned
here.

Housed destroyed by floods in Kano, Kisumu County (2020)
Hotel under water in Kisumu city (2020)
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Food and Nutrition Security

R

ongo University through the support of McKnight
Foundation has extensively conducted research on enhancing livelihoods of smallholder farmers in Western
and Eastern Kenya through Agro-ecological intensification
with sorghum-based interventions. The research has led to
the development of sorghum varieties that are drought tolerant and resistant to diseases.
The project seeks to: upscale and improve access to new sorghum cultivars; breed sorghum cultivars tolerant to covered
Kernel smut disease and Striga weed; develop strategies for
managing soil fertility and water-use; diversify diets and introduce poultry interventions to improve nutrition; and develop the capacity of stakeholders.
Through the excellent work of the Principal Investigator, Prof.
Samuel Gudu, together with a team of dedicated scientists,
McKnight Foundation has invited the University to develop
another proposal for funding to the tune of USD 350,000 to
expand the project. This is a collaborative project between
Rongo University, University of Eldoret and KALRO-Katumani.

Other Research Grants
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Sorghum production in Migori County

Farmer training on Sorghum production in Homabay

S/N

Title of the Project

PI

Awarding
Institution

Amount

1.

Digital Dairy-ICT Advisory to Realize the Forage Triple Win

Dr. Evans
Ouma

World Bank through
KALRO KSCAP

KES 4, 015,620

2.

Adapting Climate-Smart technologies along Sorghum Value Chains to
Enhance Productivity, Utilization and improved livelihoods

Prof. Peter
Kisinyo

World Bank through
KALRO KSCAP

KES 7, 082,669

3.

Confirming Suitability of Radio Adverts and Podcasts Earmarked for
Farmers Education and Extension in Migori County

Enock
Ochieng
Mac’Ouma

UNESCO

KES 737 500

4.

Training Academic Staff in the School of Information, Communication and
Media Studies(INFOCOMS) on Media and Information Literacy (MIL)

Dr. John
Oluoch

UNESCO

KES 251,000

5.

Media Viability in Kenya with a Focus to Legal, Policy and Regulatory
Aspects Influencing the ability for Media Organizations to be Sustainable

Dr. John
Oluoch

Media Council of
Kenya (MCK)

KES 3 Million

6.

Enhancing livelihoods of smallholder farmers in Western and Eastern Kenya
through Agro-ecological intensification with sorghum based interventions

Prof. Samuel
Gudu

The McKnight
Foundation

45 Million
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Varsity Senate Approves Revised Communication and Media
Studies Curriculum
The curriculum was developed with the support of
UNESCO, the Media Council of Kenya, Centre for
Media and Information Literacy and the School of Information, Communication and Media Studies.

The Vice Chancellor reiterated the university’s gratitude to UNESCO for the technical and logistical support that it gave to the University. He added that the
university would continue to work with the said partners on capacity building and research for staff to ensure efficient roll out of the program.

R

Dr. John oluoch - Ag. Dean, School of INFOCOMS,

ongo University Senate approved a new curriculum
for training journalists, media and communication
professionals.

At a Senate meeting on 26th February, 2020 chaired by the
Vice Chancellor Prof. Samuel Gudu on stated that Rongo had
joined an elite group of higher education institutions that
have adopted the UNESCO model for journalism education,
media and information literacy training.
The new curriculum is designed to train media and communication graduates who have local, regional and global
competencies to function in the modern and highly dynamic
information landscape.

R

Dr. John Oluoch, (Ag Dean, School of Information,
Communication and Media studies) presenting the Draft
curriculum in Communication, Journalism and Media
Studies for discussion by Industry stake holders and staff of
the School

Review and Validation Workshop

eview and validation workshop on the suitability of prototype radio adverts and podcasts
organized by the Kenya National Commission
for UNESCO -KNATCOM and the UNESCO Chair
on community radio for Agricultural Education Rongo University
Theme: “’Positioning community radio as a catalyst
for sustainable farming systems”
A Newsletter from the office of the Vice Chancellor
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Google Developer Student Club (DSC)

he School of Science, Technology and Engineering, Department of Mathematics and Computing
continually engages our students and faculty in
academic and research activities in collaboration with the
leading industry players both in private and public sectors.
One of our flagship and most active club is the Google
Developer Student Club (DSC), under keen patronage
of Nixon Amuomo. An ardent computer science lecturer
with vast years of telecommunications experience from the
industry.
Some of the achievements that our students have made
are:
1. Scholarship awards to two students from Google Africa
for android mentors with Andela, Google and Pluralsight
for Jane Waitara (BSc. Computer Science) and Susan Wangari (BSc. Information Science). They will lead in mentoring other students across Africa.

3. Conducted boot camps and workshops involving Intel University program (Intel Kenya) and IBM on current
trends on Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning
(ML), Data Science, web/mobile development, design
thinking, IoT, and API developments.

4. Regular engagement with Migori County Health Department, UoN/HealthIT under USAID in hackathons to
find ICT solutions to Ministry of Health
2. Being among the best among equals to be selected for
two international conferences. Jane Waitara represented
Kenya amongst others in Accra Ghana and Lagos, Nigeria
sponsored by Google.
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Intel University Program

ongo University was privileged to have Intel university
program representative on campus to speak to our
Developer Student Club (DSC) members on current
trends on Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning
(ML), Data science, web/mobile development (Python, flash,
Django), and API developments. The event was opened by
the club Patron Mr. Nixon Amuomo.

A cohort of students from School of Science and School
of Infocoms were taken through a one day hands on
programming.

Further discussions with Engineer Paul Afuata – Intel Kenya,
ICT Department Mr. Ben Calvince and the Patron (Amuomo), explored the possibilities of a joint partnership under
Intel University program collaboration in the areas of provision of processors, workstations, IoT games kits, laptops
for gaming, animations, video editing, High Performance
computers (HPU), resource materials for research, software
licenses, embedded systems and server hardware.

Kusa Western Conference Games

KUSA Western Conference Games held at Rongo University
on 1st and 2nd February 2020. Participating universities were
Kisii, Kabianga, Maseno, Kaimosi Friends University College,
Masinde Muliro and Tom Mboya University College

Kenya Universities Performing Arts and
Film Association -KUPAA

Rongo University hosted the Kenya Universities Performing
Arts and Film Association -KUPAA, Nyanza/Western region
drama festivals. In attendance are Masinde Muliro University
of Science and Technology (MMUST), Jaramogi Oginga Odinga University of Science and Technology (JOOUST), Maseno
University and Rongo University.
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Postgraduate Students Forum

P

ost graduate students from the school of Information, Communications and Media Studies had a consultative forum in which they
aired their views and discussed challenges they face
in their studies. The meeting, which was attended by
Dr. Abila (Post Graduate studies Co-ordinator) , Dr.
Otieno (HOD INFOCOMS), Dr. Rono (HOD INFORMATICS) as well as Dr. Adoyo (Dept. of Health
Systems Management), made a resolution to abide
by all set guidelines and procedures.

A

healthIT Hackathon

three day healthIT hackathon event held at Rongo University was the culmination of USAID/HealthIT tripartite MoU between Rongo University, University of
Nairobi and Migori County Health Department. The Multi-Disciplinary event, officiated by DVC Academic and Student Affairs, Prof. Augustino Onkware brought together 32 students
from School of Information Communication & Media Studies
and School of Science Technology & Engineering, pursuing degree programmes in computer science, informatics, information
science, health systems and health records. The objective of this
event was to come up with innovative solutions for healthcare
challenges in Homabay and Migori Counties.

Hiroyuki Futaki

R

ongo University in conjuction with HIROYUKI FUTAKI from the Embassy of Japan, Japan
Information and Culture Centre introducing
postgraduate students to Japan, Japanese Culture and
Government scholarships to university, secondary and
primary schools
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African Library Project (ALP)

Joel Nakitare (Ag. University Librarian)

R

ongo University has partnered with African
Library Project and Kibabii University to
establish small sustainable school and community libraries in Migori, Homabay and Bungoma
counties. So far, over 90,000 books have been distributed to schools/community and University libraries.
A one day seminar for teacher Librarians from thirty one

(31) schools were trained and given library management
manuals to assist them manage their school libraries. The
main objective of the training was to build capacity and
inspire literacy champions in our schools. The university is committed to continue changing lives one book at
a time with the mantra, “A reading nation is a peaceful
nation”.

The application for the 4th shipment of books is currently ongoing.
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Rongo University Textile Production Unit (TEPU)

M

igori County Health department led by Hon. Dr. Iscah
Oluoch identified Rongo University Textile Production Unit (TEPU) to produce PPEs. Several discussions on the issue specifically on the production of facemasks
for health workers of Migori County and for the general public
have been held. Accordingly, Rongo University has taken the
following steps:
1. Consulted with KEBS for standardization of PPEs.
2. Sourced the required fabrics
3. Embarked on production of re-usable cloth and disposable
facemasks
4. Taken two samples to KEBS for certification.
The University acknowledges the support we have received
from: Dr. George Marwa, County Health Standard and Regulations/Health Financing, Dr. Samuel Kola, County Pharmacist/
Logistician, Dr. Edward Okemwa, Deputy Pharmacist/Logistician and Mr. Ken Mogaka, County Health Administrator.
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Rongo University Donates Masks to combat
Covid 19 Pandemic

Rongo University led by the Vice Chancellor, Prof. Samuel Gudu donated 5,000 masks to the people of Migori
County through the office of the Deputy County Commissioner, Rongo Sub County, Mr. Joseph Satia. During the
exercise, the Sub County leadership lauded the effort of Rongo University in supplementing the Government’s
effort in curbing the spread of Covid-19

KCB Donates Tree Seedling to Rongo University
for Environmental Conservation

R

ongo University and Kenya Commercial
Bank plants 500 trees at the University main
campus. The exercise was led by the Deputy Vice Chancellor, (AFP), Prof. Stanley Shitote,
and KCB Rongo Branch Manager, Mr. Fred Gwada. We thank KCB for supporting this activity. We
also thank the University Management and staff for
turning up to plant trees.
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Staff Welfare
Free Medical Camp

A

staff wellness exercise organized by the Human
Resource Department in
conjunction with health services
subsection and Rongo University
Aids Control Unit, in partnership
with Royal Medical Centre, offered
screening services for: Hypertension,
Diabetes, HIV, Nutritional status,
dental and eyes

Covid 19 Screening
Ongoing screening for covid 19 at Rongo
University,pass by and get your temperature
checked
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Wanafunzi Investment Unit Trust Fund (WIUTF)

Dr. James McFie (Chairman, Wanafunzi Investment Unit Trust Fund (WIUTF)), Dr. Rachael Masake (Chair of council, Rongo
University), Dr. Fredrick Ogola (C.E.O, WIUTF) and other visitors paid a courtesy call on the Vice Chancellor, Rongo University
after the WIUTF event. This is a student friendly platform that highly encourages a culture of saving and investing in institutions
of higher learning for social and economical transformation.

Rongo University Aids Control (RUACU)

R

ongo University Aids Control Unit (RUACU)
representatives: Prof. Ng’alo Otieno-Ayayo
(Chairperson); Ms. Caroline Chibeu (Secretary); Dr. Maureen Adoyo (Member); Dr. Omondi
Odero (Member), Mr. Tom Onyango and Ms. Merab Shitemi (ICT) paid a courtesy call on the Migori
County Executive Committee Member - Health(CECM) Dr. Iscar Oluoch and her team: Ms. Beatrice
Oloo (Migori County Reproductive Health Coordinator-CRHC); Mr. Allan Munema-DCCOHC, Mr.
David Nyamohanga-CCO/CTLC; Lilian Njoki Nyaga-CCAHC/DCCO, Dr. Dalmas Oyugi - CO-Medical services, Phidale Castro Majiwa- CO-Public
health to discuss matters of health and wellness of
Rongo University Community (Students, Staff and
Community)
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Development Projects

Rongo University Radio Setup

Almost completed tuition block

Construction of the University Gate

Inspection of the new generator installed for power backup

CULTURAL WEEK PICTORIALS

DAY ONE: Charity Walk/Hike To Nyamarambe Children’s Centre

DAY TWO: Sporting Activities (Inter school competitions)

DAY THREE: Cultural Activities & Beauty Pageant

August
2019
August
/ September
Intake
ONGOING
Intake
Ongoing

www.rongovarsity.ac.ke

Diploma Programmes
Undergraduate Programmes
Postgraduate Programmes

APPLY TODAY!!
For more information contact:
Director
Privately Sponsored Students Program (PSSP) Rongo University
P. O Box 103 – 40404, Rongo
Email: director-pssp@rongovarsity.ac.ke Telephone: 0770308256.
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